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ABSTRACT  
The crime of robbery in comparison with selected crimes agains personal freedom 
This rigorous work focuses on the crime of robbery comparison with selected crimes against 
personal freedom. It deals primarily with the crime of robbery in terms of the criminal law. 
This thesis is systematically classified so that it contains the historical context of legal 
regulation of robbery in the territory of today's Czech Republic. In addition, the basic 
concepts, which are in the main a crime as such and freedom, like freedom, not only as the 
freedom of an individual, but also the protection of property, including the very 
innocuousness of the dwelling, which, of course, is part of the concept of freedom. After a 
historical excursion and general interpretation, a more detailed analysis of the crime of 
robbery de lege lata follws, i.e. in accordance with the applicable law, namely robbery and 
robbery qualified. The next chapter of this work deals with criminal liability and the 
associated fault and the same time in this chapter we find a brief description of the 
circumstances excluding illegality, which are related to criminal law. In the following chapter, 
the thesis deals with the descripsion of the obligatory features of the facts of each crime, 
which are the object, the objective page, the subject, the subjective page, which are described 
individually in the respective subchapters. Talk about the stages of the robbery has not been 
omitted. Part of this rigorous work, which is primarily focused on legal regulation, is also a 
chapter dealing with crime in terms of criminology, presenting the knowledge of the typical 
locations of robbery assaults, characteristics of perpetrators, criminal careers, crime offenses, 
and selected robbery statistics. The following section compares the crime of robbery with 
selected crimes against personal freedom. The final chapter focuses on the comparison of 
legal regulation of the crime of robbery in the Czech criminal law of Slovakia and the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
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